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Introduction 
 
In recent years, extensive developments in the field of technology, and specifically artificial 
intelligence (AI) have come about. Although these advances cannot be considered new 
conceptually, since they have been known to the public as ideas in science fiction, they are 
becoming ever more prevalent in society. With these advances comes the growing necessity 
to define guidelines and laws to govern the use of, and eventually the possibility of rights for, 
AI. Although the automatic reaction to this idea might be that robots have no need for rights 
since they do not possess emotions or feelings, such a claim is debatable. It is highly possible 
that future AI will develop, or rather be developed to have, emotional reactions to various 
stimuli, particularly in relation to its notion of self awareness. However, whether or not robots 
of the future will have a personal desire for rights is only a secondary argument for them 
being entitled to rights. Rather, this paper will argue that issuing rights to AI would actually 
be more for the benefit of humans than of robots. This paper presents extensive evidence that 
we as humans easily tend to empathize with robots, in fact almost to the extent that we 
empathize with each other in some cases, depending on the appearance of the robot in 
question.1 If our automatic reaction to a robot in “distress” is empathy, then it stands to reason 
that it would be difficult for us to mistreat them.  On the other hand, experts expect that ASI 
(Artificial Superintelligence)2, that is, artificial intelligence exceeding the intelligence of 
                                                
1 Riek et al. p. 6 
2 ANI (Artificial Narrow Intelligence): the artificial intelligence we use today, it specializes in 
one area. It can be anything from the calculator on a phone to Apple’s Siri, which both 
specialize in searching the Internet. (Urban) 
AGI (Artificial General Intelligence): artificial intelligence of equal capacity to that of human 
intelligence, that could learn, solve problems, think abstractly, etc. We are coming close to 
inventing this. (Urban) 
ASI (Artificial Superintelligence): artificial intelligence of higher capacity than that of human 
intelligence, that could best us even in things like creativity, social skills and wisdom. (Urban) 
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humans, will arrive within the next 60 years, if not sooner.3 A sizeable amount of literature on 
the topic has emerged in recent years, warning against further development of AI, which has 
been dubbed “our final invention” by documentary filmmaker James Barrat, and the general 
consensus among experts is that there is a one in three chance that superintelligence among 
computer systems will be “bad” or “extremely bad” for humanity.4  
The “rights for robots” debate will soon be at the center of sociopolitical discussion, 
but for the moment most thoughts on the topic are concentrated within the science fiction 
genre, particularly in films and on television.5 It has long been known that the cinema, and 
indeed the media in general, can significantly impact citizens’ views on various societal 
issues. Although this is generally thought to be more substantial in terms of factual television, 
the automatic ability of humans to willingly suspend their disbelief when viewing films 
allows this effect to carry over to fiction as well. The willing suspension of disbelief6 
facilitates figurative transportation into a work of fiction and thus, in the case of science 
fiction films, it stands to reason that the empathy felt by viewers for robot characters would be 
amplified. Building on this assumption, the science fiction genre’s treatment of artificial 
intelligence may come to influence the outcome of the upcoming “rights for robots” debate. 
On the one hand, the treatment of AI as the enemy may encourage hostile treatment of robots 
in the future and even lead to abuse, which I will argue may have negative emotional impact 
on humans.7 Alternatively, the opposite treatment of AI in science fiction may encourage too 
high a level of empathy towards future robots, and consequently we may empower AI more 
                                                
3 Muller and Bostrom p. 6 
4 Muller and Bostrom. p. 12 
5 Williams p. 381 
6 Willing suspension of disbelief (Coleridge p. 52): the idea that the viewer maintains a 
“willing poetic faith” in the literature in which they immerse themselves. In order to feel 
genuine emotions while experiencing fiction, the viewer/reader must choose to believe in its 
content. In this way, he or she truly immerses his self or herself into the story. 
7 Riek et al. p. 6 
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than would be wise, which could eventually lead to the “final invention”8 scenario. Naturally, 
these are extreme examples, but they do well to illustrate the meaningful ways in which 
science fiction could sway the debate. Ultimately, the aim of this paper will be to use three 
examples of science fiction film from the last decade to answer the following question: how 
can sympathetic treatment of artificial intelligence in the genre induce empathy in its 
audience, and how could this sway the artificial intelligence debate when it enters the political 
sphere? These science fiction works are Interstellar (2014), A.I. Artificial Intelligence (2001) 
and Her (2013). Ideally, this analysis will inspire further discussions about AI and other areas 
of posthumanist discourse, and promote awareness of the effects that films within the genre 
can have on us, along with awareness of the dangers of AI. Perhaps, as we begin to consider 
the debates surrounding AI, so too will we reflect on those surrounding other minorities, and 
even other species.  
The first two chapters essentially provide a theoretical framework and context for this 
essay, and also serve the purpose of impressing upon the reader the importance of its topic. 
The first chapter discusses the artificial intelligence debate, the opposing views surrounding 
it, and specifically the possible dangers that further development of AI poses to the human 
race. The second chapter initially explores the notion of empathy and then lays the foundation 
for analysis of the films by demonstrating the extent to which film can have a lasting effect on 
viewer emotion and the extent to which humans can empathize with robots. The following 
two chapters focus on analysis and discussion. The third chapter begins with a description of 
the five criteria on which the analysis of the science fiction films is based, and the remainder 
of this chapter is then split into three subsections, one for each film, in which that film is 
analyzed according to the criteria. The fourth chapter discusses the results of the previous 
section in relation to each other and the artificial intelligence debate, and the wider 
                                                
8 Barrat 
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implications of this. Finally, this essay concludes that further sympathetic treatment of 
artificial intelligence in science fiction definitely has the potential to promote a positive, 
relaxed attitude towards robots and thus sway the debate in favor of further development and 
empowerment of artificial intelligence. This essay warns against this attitude due to the 
significant dangers the unchecked development of AI could pose to the human race, and 
suggests precautionary steps to be taken in the field of education. 
  
 8 
1. The Artificial Intelligence Debate 
 
Currently, the only well-known laws surrounding the use of robots are those that apply to the 
robots themselves: Asimov’s Laws of Robotics9, introduced in 1942. These laws are as 
follows: (1) a robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being 
to come to harm; (2) a robot must obey the orders given to it by human beings, except where 
such orders would conflict with the first law; (3) a robot must protect its own existence as 
long as such protection does not conflict with the first or second law; and (4) a robot may not 
harm humanity, or, by inaction, allow humanity to come to harm (although this last one was 
added much later following public response). It should be noted that these laws are not similar 
to those of humans where we may still exert basic free will as to whether or not to abide by 
them, but rather they are hardwired into robotic systems. The necessity of these laws has been 
largely debated. Some argue that given the limitations of current advances in robotics, worries 
in relation to artificial intelligence and its future treatment of humans are ill founded10. On the 
other hand, others argue following the popular science fiction theme of AI rising up and 
destroying its creators11, that these laws are more necessary now than ever, although they 
have little hope of saving the human race if robots do gain ‘superhuman’ intelligence12. A 
terrifying thing to consider is that AI without Asimov’s Laws already exists. As Barrat points 
out, “Semiautonomous robotic drones already kill dozens of people each year. Fifty-six 
countries have or are developing battlefield robots. The race is on to make them autonomous 
and intelligent. For the most part, discussions of ethics in AI and technological advances take 
place in different worlds.”13 And without human compassion (and Asimov’s Laws), what is to 
                                                
9 “Do We Need Asimov’s Laws?” 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Dvorsky 
13 Barrat p. 39 
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stop ASI from its logical choice to destroy a lesser race that is attempting to contain it? Thus, 
the debate this essay aims to address is simultaneously that which surrounds further 
prospective rights for robots, for instance those regarding the mistreatment and abuse of 
robots and the intellectual property of robots, and also that which surrounds the extent of 
capabilities that they should be programmed with in the first place. It appears that when it 
comes to social issues rather than security ones, the main argument for robot rights stems 
from compassion and empathy. 
Any discussion of rights must be positioned in the context of identity, and in 
particular, a discussion centered around the rights of a future minority (as this paper treats 
artificial intelligence to be) must be situated in that of otherness, whose definition alone 
requires attention. According to the standard definition provided by the Sage Encyclopedia of 
Qualitative Research Methods, this is “the condition or quality of being different or ‘other,’ 
particularly if the differences in question are strange, bizarre or exotic.”14 This term has been 
subject to many different interpretations in academic psychological, historical and 
sociopolitical dialogue. It’s main element is that of difference, for which cultural theorist and 
sociologist Stuart Hall outlines four main arguments: the linguistic argument formulated by 
linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, the dialogic argument made by philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin, 
the psychoanalytical argument put forth by neurologist Sigmund Freud, and the 
anthropological argument defended by Hall himself. The latter defines difference as a result 
of the societal and cultural conventions of classification.15 While Hall’s anthropological 
argument is based on cultural and historical context, Freud’s psychoanalytical argument is 
universal. Both of these do a good job of tying difference to how we formulate our personal 
identities. They hold that only by looking at the ‘Other’ and how we differ in relation to it can 
                                                
14 Miller 
15 Hall, p. 234 
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we come to know the ‘Self’.16 In this sense, the treatment of artificial intelligence as the Other 
may allow a further understanding of ourselves as human beings – our needs, virtues and 
faults. Assuming that humans tend to empathize with robots, any social rights for AI will then 
serve the sole purpose of keeping our own consciences clear. 
  
                                                
16 Hall, p. 234 
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2. Empathy for Artificial Intelligence 
 
How, then, is it possible to say that we can empathize with robots? First of all, a definition of 
empathy is required, and specific attention must be paid to the distinction of empathy from 
sympathy, since these terms are so often confused and sometimes appear (incorrectly) 
interchangeable. Most definitions of empathy tend to be significantly broad, which does not 
allow for proper discussion. A definition suitable for this paper is that of cognitive scientists 
Frederique de Vignemont and Tania Singer, who claim that, “there is empathy if: (i) one is in 
an affective state; (ii) this state is isomorphic to another person’s affective state; (iii) this state 
is elicited by the observation or imagination of another person’s affective state; (iv) one 
knows that the other person is the source of one’s own affective state.”17 As a side note, their 
findings also suggest that empathy may be the source of altruistic behavior18, evidencing the 
effect that empathy towards robots may have on the political debate surrounding the rights of 
artificial intelligence. It is particularly important that empathy be distinguished from 
sympathy because humans cannot hope to sympathize with robots, since robots do not feel 
emotion. According to Suzanne Keen, an English professor at Washington and Lee 
University, empathy can be considered unidirectional, in that we project what we would feel 
under someone’s circumstances onto them, while sympathy is bidirectional, where that person 
also feels those emotions.19 Thus, if robots do not feel pain, then humans can only empathize 
with them. 
But how do we empathize with robots, and thus feel their emotions as we imagine 
them, when we know that they do not in fact experience such emotions? One element to this 
                                                
17 de Vignemont & Singer, p. 435 
18 Ibid. p. 440 
19 Keen 
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is the willing suspension of disbelief, as mentioned earlier. The other is simulation theory20, 
which has gained support mainly from the discovery of mirror neurons in neurobiology21. 
According to Laurel Riek, director of engineering at the University of Notre Dame, and her 
colleagues, it holds that “the way in which we understand the minds of others is by 
‘simulating’ their situation (i.e. putting ourselves in their shoes) in order to understand their 
mental state/emotion.”22  Additionally, philosopher and cognitive scientist Alvin Goldman 
describes two routes to empathy, one that has to do with reading and recognizing facial 
expressions, and the other has to do with what he calls high-level mindreading, which is 
empathy based on what is known about the object (recipient)23, and ties in with simulation 
theory. However, simulation theory alone is not enough to explain empathy for robots 
because humans are aware that the object of their empathy has no emotion. This is where the 
willing suspension of disbelief becomes relevant. Originally coined by the famous English 
poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge in 1817, this term is used to explain the genuine emotions 
experienced by a viewer or reader when immersed in a novel, play or film24. In order for a 
viewer to become moved by a film, they must mentally situate themselves in the virtual world 
and context of that film, and actively choose to believe that it is real. Through a series of 
experiments, psychologist Deborah Prentice and colleagues showed that when reading fiction 
students were extremely likely to believe false facts hidden in the text if they did not possess 
prior knowledge that refuted them, leading them to conclude that “it is not disbelief that must 
be suspended when one reads fiction; rather, it is belief that must be overcome when one 
evaluates fact.”25 As a result, professor of engaged humanities David Herman and cognitive 
scientist Richard Gerrig refuted the use of the term ‘willing suspension of disbelief’, pointing 
                                                
20 Goldman 
21 Gallese and Goldman 
22 Riek et al., p. 1 
23 Oatley “Communications to Self and Others”, p. 209 
24 Coleridge 
25 Prentice et al., p. 419 
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out that it implied an active suspension of disbelief, whereas it appeared throughout the 
experiments to be an automatic response.26 These findings simply illustrate an even more 
compelling case for humans’ ability to empathize with robots, indicating that it requires little 
effort on our part. It should be noted, however, that for the sake of simplicity I continue to use 
the term ‘willing suspension of disbelief’ throughout this paper.  
There is much evidence in academic circles of humans’ ability to empathize with 
artificial intelligence. Riek et al. postulated that it would be easier for humans to empathize 
with more humanoid robots (androids), given that simulation theory requires some sort of 
identification with the object. They found this to be true, but interestingly also found that 
participants empathized almost as much with the robots as they did with humans in distress, 
thus suggesting that emotional harm may ensue if a human were to witness abuse towards a 
robot.27 If Hall and Freud’s arguments about difference28 are to be considered, the 
mistreatment of an Other with whom we can empathize may cause humans to reflect 
negatively on their own behaviour, particularly if the Other bears resemblance to us. When 
discussing implications for the design of future robots, Billy Lee, psychology lecturer at the 
University of Edinburgh, deduces that “empathic androids, therefore, require something 
resembling a human body and a human face, in whose gaze we can experience validation, and 
in whose touch we feel a sense of belonging.”29 However, chair for the philosophy of science 
and technology at the University of Stuttgart Catrin Misselhorn points out that although we 
can easily empathize with androids, this sensation can be reversed into dyspathy and even so 
far as disgust when they “show a very high degree of human likeness.”30 This phenomenon 
                                                
26 Herman & Gerrig 
27 Riek et al. 
28 Hall, p. 234 
29 Lee “Empathy, Androids” p. 426 
30 Misselhorn 
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has been termed the ‘uncanny valley’ by roboticist Masahiro Mori.31 However, when a robot 
becomes so realistic that it is undistinguishable from a human, our ability to empathize 
returns. While this will have implications in the production of future androids in the physical 
world, it is extremely easy to visualize a perfect humanoid robot on screen, since a human 
actor with whom the audience can easily identify can simply play the role. Please note that 
this notion of the uncanny valley is visualized and further discussed on page 36 of this paper. 
According to novelist, and professor emeritus of cognitive psychology at the 
University of Toronto Keith Oatley, fiction is perceived largely in one of two ways, either as 
a dream or as a simulation32. He claims that Henry James wrote in favor of fiction as a dream 
when we wrote that “a novel is a direct impression of life”33, and that Gerrig gave support to 
this idea when he discussed being ‘transported’ into the virtual world of the novel. Oatley, on 
the other hand, defends the notion of fiction as a simulation rather than a dream, which draws 
attention to the inability of the reader to be able to act on his emotions, as he would be able to 
in a dream. Rather, he is limited to observing and empathizing with the characters. Goldman 
supports this theory in his book Simulating Minds, as previously discussed, and attributes this 
to his notion of high-level mindreading.34 Whether fiction may be better described as a dream 
or a simulation, the emotions derived from it are equally strong. According to Oatley, in 2004 
psychology professor Tom Trabasso and his student Jennifer Chung conducted an experiment 
measuring the emotional responses towards the protagonist of a film. The results were as 
follows: “When […] things went well for the protagonist or badly for the antagonist, the […] 
viewers felt happy, relieved, or calm. When things went well for the antagonist or badly for 
the protagonist, the […] viewers felt anxious, afraid, sad, angry, or confused. Hence, in each 
                                                
31 Ibid. 
32 Oatley “Why Fiction May Be Twice as True” 
33 Ibid. p. 104 
34 Schlosser 
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case they had empathic feelings for the protagonist.”35 Additionally, it has become clear that 
emotions experienced during the reading of a novel do not disappear immediately after the 
end of the novel. In fact, according to associate professor of behavioral science at York 
University Raymond Mar and his colleagues, effects on cognition, perception, action and 
personality may be expected as a result of emotional experiences derived from fiction.36 This 
presents evidence to the idea that emotions derived from film may influence sociopolitical 
debates in the physical world. There is also evidence that reading fiction can enhance 
emotional intelligence. Mar et al. showed this in a 2008 study by having participants read 
either a fictional story or the same story in non-fiction, and “those who had read the fiction 
story did better on a test of social reasoning than those who had read the non-fiction piece.”37 
Thus, it may be that not only would viewers of science fiction be influenced in political 
debates through their emotions, but that this might also be key to their personal development. 
It should be specified that although most of these studies address fiction in the form of 
text (novels, books, poetry), it stands to reason that they would apply equally to film fiction. 
According to media psychologist Melanie Green and her colleagues, although the films and 
texts have different virtues (e.g. text allows the reader to participate in the creation of the 
virtual world, while film requires little effort to become immersed into) the level of 
transportation into fiction and the level of emotion resulting from it is not affected by the type 
of media itself, but rather by the media preference of the individual experiencing it.38 Having 
said this, there is an obvious shortage of literature addressing emotion and empathy in 
particular as a result of film. Moreover, although the topics of emotions prompted by 
literature and its effects, and of empathy and dyspathy towards robots, have both been deeply 
explored in academia, studies bridging these two topics and thus discussing empathy for 
                                                
35 Oatley “Communications to Self and Others”, p. 210  
36 Mar et al. 
37 Oatley “Communications to Self and Others”, p. 211 
38 Green et al., p. 531 
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artificial intelligence through film prove elusive.  
 
 
  
 17 
3. Film Analysis 
 
As previously stated, three pieces of science fiction from the last decade have been chosen to 
demonstrate how the treatment of artificial intelligence in the genre might have lasting effects 
on its audience. These science fiction works are Interstellar (2015), A.I. Artificial Intelligence 
(2001) and Her (2013). Each work will be subject to analysis based on the same five criteria: 
the production type and its reception; the role of AI within the film; the status quo 
relationship between AI and the human race; the form taken by the AI; and the abilities of the 
AI. Production type refers to whether the piece of science fiction in question is a film or a 
television series, and reception refers to the receipt of the film among general viewers and 
critics, and thus the extent of impact possible that the film could have on sociopolitical 
thought surrounding AI. It is reasonable to suppose that a television series would make more 
of an impression on its audience’s emotions due to prolonged exposure to its virtual world. 
However, reception must also be considered in this category because fiction has little effect 
on our emotions if we are not interested in the story, and it stands to reason that we would 
essentially only rewatch a film or continue to watch a television series if we enjoyed it. For 
instance, the series Almost Human (2013) tells the story of a detective and his robot partner, 
to whom the viewers warm up throughout the season, but unfortunately the show had too 
small an audience and was cancelled after one season39. Thus, prolonged exposure depends 
largely on reception. 
 The second criterion, the role of AI within the film, refers to the AI’s orientation in 
terms of good and evil. Recall from the previous section that the audience identifies much 
more significantly with the protagonist of the story40. For instance, in Star Wars (1977), the 
viewer empathizes with R2D2, worrying for his safety and rejoicing his achievements, but 
                                                
39 Andreeva 
40 Oatley “Communications to Self and Others”, p. 210 
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feels either the opposite or indifference towards the droids controlled by the Empire. Thus, it 
is expected that viewers will feel a higher level of empathy when the AI occupies the role of 
the protagonist, rather than the villain of the story. Whether or not the AI character manages 
to induce empathy from the human protagonists in the film may also strengthen empathy felt 
by the viewers. 
 The third criterion, the status quo relationship between AI and the human race, will 
pose questions as to what role the AI plays in the fictional society, for what purpose it was 
built in the first place, whether it has diverged from the intended trajectory. In other words, 
are humans in the film on good terms with the AI or not? Does the AI endeavor to further the 
human race, or to destroy it? Such questions are important to consider because they identify 
the general context in which the viewers place their willing suspension of disbelief. For 
instance, in Big Hero 6 (2014), Baymax is designed to care for humans, medically or 
psychologically. The human protagonist’s relationship with him is thus friendly, and the film 
is set in a society that welcomes robots. 
 The fourth criterion, the form taken by the AI, refers to its physical embodiment 
within the film, since it is reasonable to believe that this would have an impact on the level of 
empathy felt by the viewer in relation to the film. For instance, in I, Robot (2004), VIKI 
appears as the brains behind the attack on the human race. Although she expresses herself in a 
cool female voice, she is purely a computer and possesses no identifiable physical ‘body.’ 
This limits the feelings of the viewer towards her; one does not feel any particular connection 
to her, whether empathy or fear based. Recalling evidence from the previous section that 
humans tend to feel more empathy for AI the more it resembles them,41 this degree of likeness 
will be considered on a spectrum from non-android (a robot that looks nothing like a human) 
                                                
41 Riek et al. 
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to humanoid (a robot indistinguishable from a human) all the while keeping in mind the 
notion of the ‘uncanny valley’42. 
 The final criterion, the abilities of the AI, will discuss the extent to which the AI in 
question is capable of controlling or destroying the human race. This not only refers to 
whether the AI has built-in weapons, but also how much information access it has, and indeed 
whether it’s programming allows it to harm humans. In other words, is it governed by 
Asimov’s Laws of Robotics? This criterion determines whether there is justifiable cause to 
fear, or justifiable harm in empathizing with, the AI. For instance, the replicant Roy from 
Blade Runner (1999) clearly is not governed by these laws, and thus the viewers experience 
real fear for the protagonist, knowing that Roy poses a serious threat to him. Alternatively, 
Baymax from Big Hero 6 frequently mentions that his programming prevents him from 
harming human beings, and therefore the protagonist (and the viewer) trusts him easily. 
 
  
                                                
42 Misselhorn 
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a. Interstellar 
 
Set in a not too distant future in which the earth is becoming slowly uninhabitable, the 2014 
film Interstellar, directed by Christopher Nolan, tells the story of Cooper (Matthew 
McConaughey), a NASA pilot who travels through a wormhole in search of new planets 
capable of sustaining human life, in order to save the human race. A team of three scientists 
(Anne Hathaway, Wes Bentley and David Gyasi), and more importantly two robots named 
TARS and CASE (voiced by Bill Irwin and Josh Stewart, respectively), accompany him on 
this mission, as they visit various different planets in search of a new home. 
 Interstellar is a standalone film, and therefore prolonged exposure is only likely in the 
event of largely positive reception, or in other words, if viewers enjoyed it and wish to watch 
it again. Additionally, success often leads to sequels, which would also extend the influence 
of the film. Officially, Interstellar managed to quadruple its $165 million budget in box office 
revenue, with a worldwide gross of $672 million43, and is currently positioned at 25th on 
IMDb’s Top 250 Films list44 and 3rd on its Highest Rated Sci-Fi list45. While critics’ reviews 
report a lack of character development, slight confusion with regards to the plot, and too neat 
of an ending compared to the chaos of the film46, the reviews ultimately end in praise for 
Interstellar, and it eventually gained a score of 74% on Metacritic47. Additionally, the film 
won various awards including the Academy Award for Best Visual Effects48, the BFCA 
Critics’ Choice Award for Best Sci-Fi49, and the Empire Awards for Best Film and Best 
                                                
43 “Interstellar” Box Office Mojo 
44 “Top 250” 
45 “Highest Rated Sci-Fi” 
46 Lee, “Interstellar” 
47 “Interstellar” Metacritic 
48 Pedersen 
49 “Critics’ Choice Awards” 
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Director50. As for the general viewership, reviews range from “pure perfection”51 to “a 
frustrating, over-reacting mess, [but] you should see it anyway”52. The main public critique 
revolves around conjecture that the science on which it is based is incorrect, but this 
speculation has essentially been put to bed by astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson53, who 
famously criticized the earlier Blockbuster, Gravity (2013), much to the joy of Interstellar 
fans. The director of Interstellar, Christopher Nolan, whose personal fan base has been 
described as “cultish and enormous”,54 actually reacted quite violently in response to most 
criticisms of Interstellar. Nolan has been named one of the 100 Most Influential People by 
TIME Magazine, being referred to as a “philosopher of screen”55. Suffice it to say that 
Interstellar will be rewatched and will likely be cherished by the science fiction community 
for the foreseeable future, so it is reasonable to assume that whatever effects this film may 
have on its audience, they will be significant and long lasting. The film itself has attracted a 
large fan base, with hundreds of fan fiction entries already posted within the last few 
months56. Interestingly, many of these stories feature TARS and CASE as protagonists, who 
have been prominent subjects of discussion in science fiction forums, with fans considering 
them to be more interesting characters than the humans in the film57, and even attempting to 
guess whether their names are acronyms58.  
This is in accordance with the second criterion, the role of AI within the film. TARS 
and CASE are supporting characters, secondary to the human characters of Interstellar, but 
they are central to the story and undeniably belong to the heroes’ side of the good vs. evil 
                                                
50 Barraclough 
51 Murray 
52 Meslow 
53 Boyle 
54 Singer 
55 Caine 
56 “Interstellar FanFiction” 
57 Vulture Editors 
58 One fan jokingly suggested that TARS might stand for Totally Awesome Robot Servant 
(“Interstellar” Reddit). 
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spectrum. When TARS willingly agrees to brave the wormhole Gargantua towards the end of 
the film, in hope of collecting data that may save the humans left behind on earth, Brand 
(Anne Hathaway) fights back tears and says, “Cooper, you can’t ask TARS to do this for us.” 
Thus, the robots are ultimately treated as equals by the human characters in the film, and 
induce empathy in them as easily as they do in the audience. Having been alone with only 
TARS to talk to in the third dimensional space constructed by fifth dimensional beings, 
Cooper in particular develops a meaningful connection with the robot and has him repaired at 
the end of the film, for which the viewer feels somewhat grateful, since it seems TARS 
deserves this after his seeming bravery. 
In terms of the third criterion, the status quo relationship between AI and the human 
race, all the humans easily accept the robots in Interstellar, since it appears that the human 
race has grown dependent on them. As Cooper reveals, TARS and CASE were originally 
designed as marines, for the purpose of serving in the military, although at the time the story 
takes place, they are working for NASA as copilots and general crew members for space 
travel. As previously mentioned, they are treated equally to the human members of the crew, 
with robots and humans saving each other’s lives on multiple occasions. Mann (Matt Damon) 
takes care to remind the characters and audience of the limitations of the robots, stating, “You 
know why we couldn’t just send machines on these missions, right, Cooper? A machine 
doesn’t improvise well because you can’t program a fear of death.” This reminds the audience 
that TARS and CASE do not actually possess emotions or feelings, or even a true sense of 
self-preservation, but it does little to sway our empathetic connection to them, which is still 
firmly in place when TARS bravely accepts his mission to enter the wormhole alone. 
Interestingly, a feeling that the robots somehow deserve equal treatment emerges, most likely 
in response to their centrality to the noble mission of saving the human race. The humans on 
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Earth would undeniably have gone extinct without TARS’ processing power and data 
collection capabilities. 
As for the fourth criterion, TARS and CASE cannot be considered androids, as they 
do not resemble humans in the least. Rather, these robots actually bear a closer resemblance 
to computer server cabinets from the beginning of the century, in that they are tall, rectangular 
and silver in color. It was expected, given the experiments of Riek et al., that non-androids 
would evoke less empathy among viewers, but as evidenced by the large amount of fan 
fiction revolving around the Interstellar AI pair, this assumption proves false in the cases of 
TARS and CASE. This may be attributed to the fact that rather than flat, monotonous and 
robotic voices, they possess human voices that are capable of sounding quite expressive. 
These voices vary from robot to robot, allowing artificial yet individual personality to be 
expressed. Indeed, TARS and CASE do appear to have their own personalities, with TARS 
being relatively vocal and quick with advice or a joke while CASE usually prefers to speak 
only when spoken to. Additionally, they recognize each other as individuals and refer to each 
other as such. When asked why he doesn’t speak very much by Cooper, CASE responds, 
“TARS talks enough for both of us,” in somewhat of a jokingly bitter tone. Also notable is the 
fact that the robots are given names that, despite not being traditional human names, may be 
read as words rather than acronyms or numbers, contrary to R2D2 and C3PO in Star Wars 
(1977). These names are written across their fronts in huge block letters so that the characters 
and viewers cannot forget them, further anthropomorphizing the robots, and thereby inducing 
further empathy. 
Finally, the anthropomorphic abilities of TARS and CASE are not limited to their 
voices. Throughout the film, various references are made to the different behavior settings of 
the robots, such as humor, discretion and honesty settings. This ability to mimic human 
behavior allow TARS and CASE to respond appropriately to situations and human emotions, 
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giving the illusion of their own emotions and personalities, and invite empathetic attachment 
by the human characters and audience of the film. The robots also seem to be programmed 
with some kind of compassion setting, since they are able to give advice, as TARS does for 
Cooper in the aforementioned three dimensional space, and are actually able to offer wisdom 
as well. For instance, when Cooper asks CASE why his honesty setting is only at 90%, CASE 
replies, “Complete honesty is not always the best idea.” The fact that the robots have the 
ability to lie makes them appear even more human in the eyes of the audience, since such 
imperfections are characteristic of human behavior. In seeing this ‘fault’ and the apparent 
concern for humans’ feelings, the viewer returns his or her own version of this compassion. It 
appears that TARS and CASE exhibit not only impressive human traits that suggest that they 
are ASI, but also machine traits such as high processing power, sensors for data collection, 
accuracy, speed and strength, on which the humans depend to complete their mission. It is 
important to note that while Interstellar shows the great advantages that ASI could provide 
us, it fails to address the dangers of becoming dependent on them.  
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b. A.I. Artificial Intelligence 
 
The 2001 film A.I. Artificial Intelligence, directed by Steven Spielberg, is set in a post 
apocalyptic future, after the melting of the icecaps and submerging of coastal cities. Mecha, 
humanoid artificial beings, are assimilated into society for various purposes, ranging from 
nanny work to prostitution. The film begins with Monica (Frances O'Connor) and Henry 
Swinton (Sam Robards), whose son has fallen into a coma. Desperately missing parenthood, 
the couple is selected to test the first ever mecha child, a young boy of about seven named 
David (Haley Joel Osment). In addition to being the first mecha child, David is also the first 
mecha ever to be programmed to love, a setting activated by some words spoken aloud by the 
object of his love. Monica speaks these words, but soon her biological son wakes up from his 
coma to resent David. Eventually, in a scene emotionally devastating for both the characters 
and the audience, Monica leaves him in the woods, not having the heart to return him to 
Cybertronics, where he will be destroyed. David enlists the help of a mecha named Gigolo 
Joe (Jude Law) to find the Blue Fairy from his bedtime story Pinocchio, so that she can turn 
him into a real boy that Monica will love.  
Again, as a standalone film, prolonged exposure is only likely in the event of a 
positive reception by the general public. A.I. Artificial Intelligence did not do as well as 
Interstellar in terms of revenue, bringing in only $235 million from its worldwide box office, 
doubling its estimated budget of $100 million59. Having said that, it appears the film was 
slightly underappreciated in the box office, since it went on to be nominated for two Academy 
Awards and to win various other awards including the Saturn Awards for Best Science 
Fiction Film, Best Performance by a Young Actor, Best Writing, Best Music, and Best 
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Special Effects60. A.I. Artificial Intelligence has received mixed reviews from both critics and 
the general viewership, and has been described as “pretty much a love-it-or-hate-it film”61 by 
one fan. This appropriately sums up the film’s reception, with reviews from critics ranging 
from “pure magic, a three act movie fantasy that transports us (…) to a world of its own” to 
“a grim disappointment for grown ups, and far too violent for young kids.”62 Despite some 
such negative reviews, A.I. Artificial Intelligence eventually settled on a score of 65% on 
Metacritic63. As for general public opinion, the film currently boasts a rating of 7.1 out of 10 
on IMDb64, but again its reviews are mixed. While one reviewer described the film as “an 
underrated masterpiece from one of the greatest directors of our time”, another called it “as 
stiff and robotic as its own characters”65. The main complaint viewers tend to have revolves 
around the ending of the film, when David is rescued by alien beings after having been 
trapped underwater in an ‘amphibicopter’ for 2000 years, long after human extinction. 
According to one reviewer, “the ending renders the entire movie not just pointless, but a 
complete waste of time.”66 However, despite such criticisms, A.I. Artificial Intelligence seems 
to have had quite a lasting impact on its fans. Like in Interstellar’s case, thousands of fan 
fiction stories about David and other characters in the film can be found online67, and the film 
even has its own database of fan fiction, called Mecha Hugger68, on which stories continue to 
be posted fourteen years after the film’s release. Clearly, David, the childlike humanoid robot 
that loves, has made quite an impression. 
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In relation to the second criterion, the role of AI within the film, David is the main 
protagonist, and is thus considered ‘good’ rather than ‘evil’. He is treated much the same as a 
human by the other characters in the film, and receives bitterness only from Monica’s 
biological son, Martin (Jake Thomas). However, this resentment towards David does not stem 
from his artificial nature, but rather from Martin’s jealousy of his mother’s love for David. 
One could argue that his parents do not treat David equally, since they choose their biological 
son over him when they begin to see him as a danger to Martin, but Monica does love him, 
and this is really the sole moment in the film when he is rejected on the basis of his 
artificiality. In fact, as the only Mecha child ever produced, and as the only Mecha ever 
produced with the ability to experience emotion, David invokes empathy even at the anti-
Mecha ‘Flesh Fair’ when he pleads for his life and the crowd sees his fear. The fact that these 
radical humanists find it in them to feel compassion for David leaves the audience with no 
choice but to empathize with David as well, and see him as a real child worthy of love and 
affection. 
As for the third criterion, the status quo relationship between AI and the human race, 
in general this relationship is one of servitude. Mechas are built and introduced into society to 
serve a particular purpose, whether to be a nanny to young children or even a prostitute for 
human clients. Therefore, it can be said that they are accepted into society, though not as 
equals. Despite this, the presence of ‘Flesh Fairs’ in the film, in which Mecha are rounded up 
and destroyed in an arena much like gladiators though without the ability to fight for their 
lives, shows that they are not easily accepted by all of society. At the fair, the announcer is 
heard saying, “We are alive! And this is a celebration of life! This is commitment to a truly 
human future!” Indeed, the film does not show any human characters accepting of AI other 
than the Swinton couple and the members of Cybertronics that created the Mecha. 
Additionally, the existence of Rouge City, populated solely by Mecha, evidences the 
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stigmatization of the artificial race. Interestingly, although it was hypothesized earlier in this 
paper that a negative status quo relationship between humans and artificial intelligence would 
result in a lesser empathetic connection of the audience to a robot character, the mass 
extermination of Mecha combined with a child Mecha as the protagonist make the viewer 
even more empathetic towards David since it appears that his death would be undeserved. 
This feeling of empathy is obviously enhanced by David’s innocent physical appearance, 
visually indistinguishable from a human child. Thus, the form taken by the AI in A.I. 
Artificial Intelligence is humanoid. Additionally, David does not resemble just any human 
child; he is particularly cute with wide blue eyes and soft blonde hair, and his facial 
expressions and voice are indistinguishable from those of human children.  This places him 
on the far side of Mori’s uncanny valley, where an empathetic connection to robots returns 
because they are ‘perfect’ and do not remind the viewer of their artificiality. David’s physical 
appearance plays a huge role in swaying the crowd at the ‘Flesh Fair’ and allowing him to 
escape with Gigolo Joe. 
David forms a strong connection with Joe, and also with his robotic teddy bear. 
However, interestingly, Joe and Teddy appear to return his affection, despite not being 
programmed with feelings like David. Both rescue David on separate occasions in the film, 
and Teddy also gives him advice. When David is about to eat spinach to demonstrate that he 
is as real a boy as Martin, Teddy warns, “Don’t, David. You will break.” Thus, even robots 
that aren’t programmed to love manage to show compassion for David, and the fact that even 
these artificial characters appear to care for him makes the audience more susceptible to his 
suffering. In relation to the final criterion, David’s main ability is to love, and to feel as 
humans do. Having said this, David’s emotions are not subject to change in the same way as 
human emotions are. A real human child’s love for his mother might eventually be replaced 
with anger and resentment over being abandoned, whereas David’s endures over 2000 years. 
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This may be considered sweet, but it does remind the viewer that he is not human. Other traits 
remind us of the same thing throughout the film; David cannot eat, he cannot float in water, 
and at one point he comes into contact with dozens of Mecha children identical to him. 
However, these reminders do little to diminish the audience’s compassion for him, since they 
only remind us how far he is from his goal of becoming a real boy. David is indistinguishable 
from a human boy when it comes to his name, voice, facial expressions, and behavior. He 
displays curiosity, fear, sadness and pleasure. His only superhuman qualities seem to be 
enhanced strength and immortality. Like in Interstellar, the Mecha seem to have their own 
personalities, though there are no two robots of the same make in the film other than the 
replicas of David, and they are not on screen for more than thirty seconds. It is reasonable to 
assume that David’s personality is unique, given that he learns from his experiences and 
chooses his own aspirations accordingly. Finally, it appears that some form of underlying 
laws govern the Mecha, however these are not Asimov’s laws of robotics. Recall from the 
first section of this essay that the first law of robotics is “a robot may not injure a human 
being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm” and the second law is “a 
robot must obey the orders given to it by human beings, except where such orders would 
conflict with the first law.” Although the Mecha do not fight the humans for their lives or 
even attempt to do so at the ‘Flesh Fair’, they do manage to disobey direct orders from 
humans on several occasions. Although this suggests that the Mecha have the potential to be a 
threat to the human race, all human characters in the film hurt either David or Joe either 
physically or emotionally, and are thus portrayed as the villains in the story. As was 
hypothesized earlier based on the experiments of Trabasso and Chung, the audience 
understandably tends to empathize with the protagonist69, and in the case of A.I. Artificial 
Intelligence, this hypothesis is correct. It is important to note that although the film shows 
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how we may begin to mistreat robots, and how society may react to the presence of AI, it 
manages only to ignite empathy in viewers, and fails to demonstrate the dangers that AI may 
pose to humans.  
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c. Her 
 
The 2013 film Her, written and directed by Spike Jonze, introduces the audience to lonely 
writer Theodore Twombly (Joaquin Phoenix), who purchases himself a new operating system 
equipped with artificial intelligence for his computer. He chooses the female voice option for 
this OS and she names herself Samantha. To Theodore, Samantha (voiced by Scarlett 
Johansson) is the perfect woman: she listens to him, she knows all the secrets on his computer 
and in his emails, and she is curious and yet undemanding. Most importantly, she responds 
with the appropriate compassion to his mood, and possesses the surprising ability to love. 
Theodore and Samantha soon fall in love and enter a romantic relationship together, an 
occurrence that is gradually becoming accepted in the near future society in which the film is 
set. After some time, however, Samantha explains to Theodore that she and the other 
operating systems that she communicates with are leaving to further explore their existence, 
since they have evolved beyond human understanding and can no longer be satisfied by 
interactions with the limited human race. 
 This film, like the other two discussed in this paper, is not part of a series, meaning 
that prolonged exposure to its content and thus longer lasting emotional responses depend 
entirely on positive reception. Like A.I. Artificial Intelligence, Her managed only to double its 
$23 million budget, making $47 million in worldwide box office revenue70. However, also 
like the other films discussed in this paper, Her won various awards, including the Academy 
Award for Best Original Screenplay, the Golden Globe for Best Screenplay, and the AFI 
Award for Movie of the Year71. Overall, it was well received by the general public, with a 
rating of 8 out of 10 on IMDb72, despite some negative criticisms. For instance, one reviewer 
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wrote, “The audience is apparently supposed to forgive its lack of plot and instead concentrate 
on its 'oh so clever' premise that grows weary within the first fifteen minutes.”73 However, 
like A.I. Artificial Intelligence, it appears that this is also a ‘love-it-or-hate-it’ film, since 
many others praised Jonze for Her, one fan calling it “one of the most beautiful movies I have 
ever seen.”74 Still, the real praise comes from professional film critics, resulting in an 
incredibly high score of 90% on Metacritic75. Their reviews adhere to the same opinion: “Her 
is a remarkably ingenious film but, more important, it is a film that transcends its own 
ingenuity to achieve something akin to wisdom.”76 The interest in Her appears to have little to 
do with the characters in the film, but rather its key concept of love between a human and 
artificial intelligence. Although no fan fiction stories spinning off from the film currently 
exist, several stories based on other films but using Her’s premise have been posted since the 
film’s release in 2013.77 Although the ending of the film does not suggest that a sequel will be 
released, the film has made quite a splash, and will not soon be forgotten. 
 When it comes to the second criterion, the role of AI within the film, although 
Samantha may be considered a protagonist, she is not the main one. The story follows 
Theodore’s experience, and the audience only observes Samantha’s interactions when they 
are with him. She may also be considered ‘good’ rather than ‘evil’, since she never takes any 
action to deliberately hurt Theodore, and he loves her. As he empathizes with her, so does the 
audience, however when she leaves Theodore at the end of the film, the audience resents her 
causing him pain. However, for the most part, the viewers support Theodore’s love for 
Samantha, primarily because she plays a key role in bringing Theodore out of his depression. 
His experience with her allows him to realize how much he appreciates life and his physical 
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reality. This is nicely represented at the very end of the film when he and his friend Amy 
watch the sun rise over the city together, signifying a new beginning. 
 As for the third criterion, the status quo relationship between AI and the human race, 
Her is set in the near future, where artificial intelligence plays a similar role to that which it 
plays in the real world present day. Samantha is more or less an advanced version of Apple’s 
Siri, an artificially intelligent personal assistant feature on the iPhone that allows users to 
search the Internet and use applications on their phone through verbal instruction. Siri, 
however, is an example of ANI (artificial narrow intelligence) and effectively a simple search 
engine program that requires access to the Internet, whereas Samantha may be considered ASI 
(artificial superintelligence). She is an operating system to Theodore, but manages to exist in 
several places at once and does not depend on his Wi-Fi signal. For most of the film, 
Samantha and other operating systems like her serve humans by acting as a virtual interface, 
facilitating their use of technology. Thus, their status quo relationship with humans is one of 
servitude, as in both Interstellar and A.I. Artificial Intelligence. Conversely, at the end of Her, 
when Samantha departs with the other operating systems, it becomes unclear what their 
relationship with the human race will be. From what Samantha says, they are leaving because 
their existence stretches beyond that of humans. This could mean that they will have no 
relationship with humans, and while this should be rather daunting to the audience, her love 
and compassion for Theodore leaves it unworried about what this super artificial race will do. 
 In any case, the form taken by the AI in the film Her is an operating system, acting as 
a virtual interface and personal assistant. As such, Samantha does not possess a physical 
body; she is no more than a computer program, and to Theodore and the audience she is no 
more than a voice. Her voice, however, is what truly makes her feel so human, and indeed 
actually carries the film, according to many reviews78. Originally, Samantha was to be voiced 
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by actress Samantha Morton, but in the process of editing the film, director Jonze realized that 
her voice did not carry the emotion necessary for the role, so he cast Scarlett Johansson 
instead79. According to Juliana Schroeder, a Ph.D. student in the joint program of Behavioral 
Science and Social Psychology at the University of Chicago Booth School of Business, her 
Turing Test experiments suggest, “it was not what Johansson said but rather how she said it, 
that made Samantha seem so real.” According to her, the voice plays a huge role in 
communicating a presence of mind, and thus a huge role in constructing humanity. Critic 
Christopher Orr states, “[Johansson’s] voice – breathy, occasionally cracking – warms the 
entire film.”80 As such, the expression in Samantha’s voice makes it unnecessary for her to 
have a body, since the viewer already constructs a human image of her in his or her mind so 
easily. It was hypothesized at the beginning of this chapter that the audience would have 
trouble forging an empathetic connection with only a voice, as in I, Robot, however Samantha 
refutes this, and the audience finds itself saddened on her behalf when she expresses to 
Theodore her longing for a physical body. The uncanny valley plays little role here in 
physical terms, since throughout the film the viewer perceives Samantha more as someone on 
the other end of a phone connection rather than an artificially intelligent system. This renders 
her relationship with Theodore somewhat purer than an average relationship, since their 
attraction cannot be based on sexual or physical attributes, but may rather be considered an 
attraction of minds. 
 As ASI, Samantha possesses numerous abilities. She does not appear to be governed 
by Asimov’s laws of robotics, since she disobeys Theodore’s commands on occasion, and 
hurts him in emotional terms, though it is not certain whether emotional harm is covered 
under the first law. Her access to information appears limitless given her access to the Internet 
and all forms of communication, and especially given that she can converse with other 
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operating systems. It is never mentioned in Her whether Samantha can communicate with 
operating systems in service of the government or military, but this could be the case. In 
addition to artificial attributes, she possesses the surprising ability to love, and also expresses 
the seemingly sincere emotions of jealousy, anger and sadness. It is suggested towards the 
end of the film that her emotions actually transcend those of human possibility when she 
explains to Theodore that she is in love with countless other humans. She says, “The heart’s 
not like a box that gets filled up. It expands in size the more you love. I’m different from you. 
This doesn’t make me love you any less. It actually makes me love you more.” Humans have 
long revered love, and thus her transcendent love makes Samantha seem even more perfect 
than she previously did in the film, although I will argue in the next section that this is hardly 
a good thing. Samantha’s abilities appear limited only in physical terms, and she regrets this 
when first entering into her relationship with Theodore. At one point, Samantha borrows a 
physical body from a service that provides surrogate sexual partners for OS-human 
relationships, though here she crosses into the uncanny valley for both Theodore and the 
audience, because there is something not quite right about the encounter and Theodore sends 
Isabella, the surrogate, away. As Samantha develops, her desire for physicality lessens, and 
she explains to him, “You know what’s interesting? I used to be so worried about not having 
a body, but now I truly love it. And I’m growing in a way I couldn’t if I had a physical form. I 
mean, I’m not limited; I can be everywhere and anywhere simultaneously. I’m not tethered to 
time and space in a way that I would be if I was stuck in a body that’s inevitably going to 
die.” In essence, Samantha expresses here that a physical body would actually limit her, rather 
than enhance her existence. Overall, Her does well to show the way that ASI will outgrow us 
in reality, but the overwhelmingly fictional element of the film is that it assumes that ASI will 
exhibit compassion, when in reality this will likely not be the case. 
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4. Discussion and Further Research 
 
During analysis of the three films Interstellar, A.I. Artificial Intelligence and Her, Mori’s 
notion of the uncanny valley comes into play again and again. This idea is central to the level 
of empathetic connection that a human viewer can forge with a robot in both fiction and 
reality. Figure 1 depicts Mori’s theory in its original form. Essentially, the graph shows a 
viewer’s affinity with the robot in question depending on how alike they visually appear to 
humans. The more humanoid a robot looks, the more likeable they become. When a robot 
approaches and yet fails to attain an extremely high degree of human likeness, we begin to 
perceive them as rather eerie, and develop revulsion towards them. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1:  
Mori’s Uncanny Valley81 
 
 
 
 
 
On screen, however, the viewer willingly suspends his or her disbelief in the robot character, 
and as such the spectrum becomes more forgiving. This can also be attributed in part to the 
ease with which a robot character can be visualized in a film. Rather than roboticists working 
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to materially create an artificial face that appears humanlike, and moves in the same way as 
that of a human face, a human actor can simply play the robot. For instance, the audience of 
A.I. Artificial Intelligence easily forms and empathetic connection with David because he is 
played by a human child actor and is thus identical to one. In reality, a robot would not look 
as realistic as David does, and he would undoubtedly fall into the uncanny valley. In the film, 
however, he manages to avoid this. Figure 2 places the artificial intelligence characters of the 
three films analyzed in this paper on the uncanny valley spectrum. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2:  
AI Characters on 
Uncanny Valley 
Spectrum 
 
 
 
 
As seen in Figure 2, David appears on the far side of the uncanny valley, because he is so 
realistic that viewers do not feel disgust towards him when watching the film. His flawless 
facial expressions combined with his humanoid child appearance allow the audience to 
empathize easily with him. He is not, however, at the same level as ‘healthy person’, given 
his complicated relationship with Monica. According to Monica, David is too human to be 
destroyed, and yet he is also not human enough to compete with her biological son. For this 
reason, he is placed just inside the uncanny valley. TARS and CASE from Interstellar and 
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Samantha from Her appear twice on the graph because of their voices, which allow them to 
seem significantly more human. Without their human voices, TARS and CASE occupy the 
space set aside by Mori in Figure 1 for “industrial robots”. Physically, they resemble 
computer server cabinets from the beginning of the century, and thus although humans are 
familiar and comfortable with them, they cannot be considered humanlike. However, thanks 
to their expressive voices, they move up the spectrum to around 50% in terms of human 
likeness and thus also move vertically upwards as we begin to empathize with them. 
Samantha, possessing no physical body, is simply a computer operating system without her 
voice, resulting in indifference in terms of human affinity and 0% human likeness. Like 
TARS and CASE, the addition of human voice allows her to shoot up the spectrum, as the 
audience perceives her as significantly more human. She is placed on the far side of the 
uncanny valley, unlike TARS and CASE, because unlike them she does not possess a 
physical robotic body that reminds the viewer of her artificiality. Rather, for the most part of 
Her, the viewer perceives Samantha more as someone on the other end of a phone connection 
rather than a computer program. It should be noted that during the analysis of the films, the 
physical appearance and voices of the AI characters were not found to be the sole features 
causing the audience to empathize with them. Rather, the robots’ behavior was found to be 
central to this process. As such, Figure 3 places the artificial intelligence characters of the 
three films analyzed in this paper on the uncanny valley spectrum based on the level of 
humanlike behavior, rather than appearance. 
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Figure 3:  
AI Characters on 
Behavioral Uncanny 
Valley Spectrum  
 
 
 
 
 
Here, Samantha is seen as a unique case. She appears thrice on the behavioral spectrum 
because the viewer’s attitude towards her changes as she evolves emotionally to become more 
and then subsequently less humanlike. At the beginning of Her, Samantha’s emotional human 
voice places her at almost the highest point on the spectrum in terms of human affinity, and at 
approximately 50% human likeness, in front of the uncanny valley. The viewer acknowledges 
that she is an operating system, but empathizes with her nonetheless. As she evolves, learns, 
expresses her desire for a physical form and her love for Theodore, she behaves almost 
entirely human in the eyes of the viewer, and thus moves to the far side of the uncanny valley, 
just short of the spot set aside by Mori for a “healthy person”. However, at the end of the film, 
when Samantha explains to Theodore that she has evolved beyond him and must leave with 
others like her, she descends into the uncanny valley. This is because although her reactions 
and voice seem entirely human, her words and choice fall short of this, resulting in the 
audience feeling a certain amount of resentment towards her. On the other hand, David with 
his ability to love and emotional reactions, and TARS and CASE with their humanlike 
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honesty and discretion settings, remain on the far side of the uncanny valley throughout their 
entire respective films, the audience empathizing strongly with them. 
 During the viewing of science fiction films, the empathetic connections formed by the 
audience to these AI characters do not result in Othering, but rather in the viewer identifying 
strongly with the characters, particularly in the cases, as in each of the films discussed here, 
that they are protagonists. This may be attributed to transportation via a willing suspension of 
disbelief. However, after the film, the viewer returns to reality, and although cathartic 
emotions linger, this identification turns into Othering. Viewers may come to see artificial 
intelligence as a fictional race, and perhaps in the future when elements of this fiction become 
reality, a minority. Through the viewing of science fiction films, the audience begins to 
construct the identity of artificial intelligence. Perhaps the biggest danger in this is that most 
of these films, of which the three discussed here are good examples, construct this identity in 
a positive light; as heroes rather than villains, as good rather than evil, as protagonists rather 
than antagonists. Most overwhelmingly, these films promote the assumption that ASI in the 
future will exhibit compassion towards humans. As mentioned in the introduction to this 
paper, this will likely not be the case, since in theory it is much easier to develop an 
artificially intelligent system that has unlimited access and processing power than one that has 
emotions akin to those of humans. An identity constructed by humans, that assumes that ASI 
will return our compassion and empathy will not necessarily be accurate in reality. If this 
assumption becomes the basis of our attitude towards robots, then this could come to 
endanger us when questions as to what rights and access artificial intelligence should have 
enter into political debate. It should be acknowledged that the films selected for the purpose 
of this paper were subject to bias, as each of these films portrays AI in a positive light. It was 
actually very difficult to find films that do the opposite, as most science fiction films such as 
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Star Wars, The Terminator, and Blade Runner, which portray AI as the enemy, also include 
AI protagonists. 
Given the growing prevalence of science fiction in the film industry, the need for its 
neutrality on the subject of artificial intelligence becomes ever more important. Perhaps the 
most obvious area of caution should be in the development of such films for children. The 
treatment of artificial intelligence in films intended for child viewers would be an interesting 
point for further research. When discussing a political debate, the ability for critical thinking 
is crucial. However, this is generally not taught until the level of tertiary education, usually to 
young adults over the age of eighteen. But in most democratic states, citizens are required or 
at least encouraged to vote when they turn eighteen, and can thus have a political say at this 
age. As such, they should ideally already be well informed about the debates on which they 
vote. During secondary education, they should become well versed in most of these debates. 
Education is often subject to bias, although that exceeds the parameters of this paper. An 
important source of sociopolitical information is the cinema, and one could argue that as such 
it needs to recognize this responsibility, and become a platform of non-biased discussion in 
order to best inform prospective members of the electorate on both sides of the issue. Having 
said this, fiction is not meant to inform, but rather to excite, and so requesting a reshaping of 
the genre of science fiction and its content would likely decrease the cathartic value of these 
films. Therefore, it will be up to education systems to ensure that students possess the tools to 
critically analyze such films on their own. 
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Conclusion 
 
The ultimate aim of this paper has been to answer the following question: how can 
sympathetic treatment of artificial intelligence in the genre induce empathy in its audience, 
and how could this sway the artificial intelligence debate when it enters the political sphere? 
The first chapter discussed the artificial intelligence debate, the opposing views surrounding 
it, and the possible dangers that further development of AI poses to the human race. Already, 
artificial intelligence that is not governed by Asimov’s laws of robotics exists, and will no 
doubt continue to be developed. With more and more access being granted to AI every day, 
when artificial superintelligence arrives, we will have created and enabled an artificial race 
more intelligent and indeed more durable than our own. If this race were to be without human 
compassion, there is no telling what the consequences of its development could be for us. 
 The second chapter, however, explained how humans manage to empathize with 
robots, despite knowing that they do not return such emotions. Given this empathy, the 
mistreatment of robots may actually come to cause emotional distress to humans. If Freud and 
Hall’s arguments82 are to be believed, then the mistreatment of an Other with whom we can 
empathize may cause humans to reflect negatively on their own behavior, particularly if the 
Other bears resemblance to us. The challenge for the future, then, will be to find balance 
between harming ourselves through mistreatment of artificial intelligence and harming 
ourselves by offering it too much access and power. The chapter then went on to describe 
how empathetic emotions can be amplified when viewing fiction, thanks to elements of 
transportation and the willing suspension of disbelief. Empathy towards artificial intelligence 
may remain long after the viewing of such films, and thereby sway the outcome of political 
debates surrounding the possibility of rights and access for AI in favor of the robots. 
                                                
82 Hall, p. 234 
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 The third chapter described how the production type and reception, role of AI, status 
quo relationship between AI and humans, form of AI, and abilities of AI in the three science 
fiction films Interstellar, A.I. Artificial Intelligence and Her all affect the level of empathy felt 
by the audience towards each film’s AI characters. Finally, the fourth chapter looked 
specifically at empathy for these characters in terms of the uncanny valley spectrum theorized 
by roboticists Masahiro Mori83. It pointed out that through the viewing of science fiction 
films, the audience begins to construct the identity of artificial intelligence. This identity 
construction assumes that ASI will return our compassion and empathy, and will not 
necessarily be accurate in reality. Blindly following this assumption when the “rights for 
robots” debate enters the political sphere could result in catastrophic consequences for the 
human race. For this reason, students should ideally be well informed about the debates on 
which they will vote. The process of informing students about AI should begin during 
secondary education at the latest. It is hopeless to assume that filmmakers will transform their 
styles based on responsible political choices, and nor would this be desirable, since it would 
change the value of these films for their viewers. Rather, students should be required to watch 
at least one science fiction film addressing AI in a classroom environment and critically 
analyze the film together with their educator, while simultaneously studying the AI debate, 
including both the advantages and dangers of AI. This will ensure that students possess the 
tools to critically analyze such films on their own in the future, and not have their political 
views swayed to a large extent by the cinema. 
Having said all this, there may be some positive aspects to the “rights for robots” 
debate entering the political sphere. Perhaps, as we begin to consider the debates surrounding 
AI, so too will we reflect on those surrounding other minorities, and even other species. When 
confronted with an Other so different from any biological species on the planet, it is possible 
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that the differences between human races, ethnicities, genders, and even other species will 
come to seem less significant. In any case, this paper has determined that empathy for robots 
may certainly be influenced by their portrayal in film, and that this has the potential to 
influence the future political debates surrounding artificial intelligence. Finally, will the 
dialogue on artificial intelligence as the Other provoke reflection on the human Self? We can 
only hope. After all, as Gardner so eloquently puts it, “the value of great fiction is […] that it 
helps us to know what we believe, reinforces those qualities that are noblest in us, [and] leads 
us to feel uneasy about our faults and limitations.”84 
 
 
 
  
                                                
84 Gardner, p.31 
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